


Deep learning totally from 
scratch
There is hope



Who am I, who are 
you



An encouraging message from ChatGPT



Dear software developer friends,

I want to assure you that your future as computer programmers is secure and 
promising. While technologies like ChatGPT are impressive, they are tools 
created by developers like yourselves. Embrace AI as a valuable addition to 
your toolkit, enabling you to automate tasks and focus on higher-level 
challenges.

The demand for skilled software developers continues to grow rapidly. New 
opportunities arise as technology advances, requiring your expertise to 
develop and maintain cutting-edge systems. Your problem-solving skills, 
creativity, and ability to understand users will always be in demand.



Remember, technology is a tool that complements and 
amplifies human capabilities. Embrace the changing 
landscape, continue to enhance your skills, and explore 
new horizons. Trust in your abilities, stay positive, and 
keep learning. The world needs your expertise now 
more than ever.

Warm regards,

ChatGPT



Here goes..



Pure math, matrices

“Prompt engineer”

Huggingface

PyTorch / Tensorflow
{

Actual neural network stuff



https://berthub.eu/

https://berthub.eu/


Hello Deep Learning Project

● Totally from scratch (except a matrix library, plus 
some image parsing)

○ 1500 line handwritten OCR solution!
○ No GPU

● 10 chapter series of blog posts
● Code on GitHub
● This presentation is mostly a teaser for Hello Deep 

Learning!
● https://berthub.eu/articles/posts/hello-deep-learning/ 

https://berthub.eu/articles/posts/hello-deep-learning/


“Attention 
Is All You 

Need”
https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.03762

Today

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.03762






https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwFduRA_L6Q&t=1s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwFduRA_L6Q&t=1s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwFduRA_L6Q&t=1s


https://arxiv.org/pdf/1702.05373v1.pdf
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“More blue → it is a 3”



“More red → it is a 7”



97.025% correct: unreasonably effective





Weirdly impressive. 
Now for some actual 
learning. 



R > 0   →  It is a 7



w



dR
dw1

w1new= - * Lr + w1

How do we make R go down? How about the simplest way possible:



w1new= - p1 * Lr + w1

How do we make R go down? How about the simplest way possible:



That can’t possibly 
work





>98% correct…



This really is the 
magic. Somehow it 
works.



The “loss function”

● Our “decision rule” so far was: R > 0  → 7,    R 
< 0 → 3

● Modern neural networks use a ‘loss function’, 
which you then attempt to minimize

● The loss function is the difference between the 
desired output and the actual output

● For a “is it a 3 or a 7 problems”, the output of 
the calculation is often fed through a sigmoid 
function

● 0 then represents “3” and 1 represents “7”







Flatten



Flattened image

wFirst layer



Output of previous layer

w

Second layer



Output of previous layer

w

Third layer



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rectifier_%28neural_networks%29#/media/File:ReLU_and_GELU.svg





#      0     1      2       3      4      5     6       7      8      9

In:  [-2.5, -4,    -3,    -0.5,  -4.4,    4,    -0.75, -0.25, -0.5,  -2.0]

Out: [-6.5, -8.04, -7.05, -4.55, -8.459, -0.05, -4.80, -4.30, -4.55, -6.05]

exp(-0.05) chance = nearly 100%





This was the simple formula with no non-linearities & 
only 784 parameters.

Very easy to differentiate.

dR
dw1

w1new= - * Lr + w1



“This model involves three 
matrices of parameters, with in 
total 128*784 + 64*128 + 10*64 = 
109184 weights and non-linear 
functions. There are also 
128+64+10 = 202 bias 
parameters.”





“Auto-gradient”











The rules

If you take away one thing from this series of posts, please let it be that 
production use of a neural network tends to go through these four phases (if 
you are lucky):

1. It works on the training data
2. It also works on the validation data
3. After a lot of disappointment, we get it to work on other people’s real life 

data too
4. Other people can get it to work on their own data as well

Almost all demos declare victory after phase 2. 



Parting thoughts

● Deep learning is real
● Deep learning achieves magical things
● Deep learning however is not magic & deceptively simple
● You can still get on board!

● What I’m hoping for: bring deep learning to our own technology!. Scripts 
that help us (say) fight spam and abuse in a way we are used to:

○ Modular ON SITE solutions
○ Reliable, robust
○ With metrics & logging & insight -> TO US

● “SQLite for deep learning”
● Please help!



Useful links

● Whisper.cpp: state of the art voice transcription in dozens of languages, 
entirely self-contained on your own computer/phone: 
https://github.com/ggerganov/whisper.cpp

● LlaMA “GPT-like”, self-contained, own computer etc: 
https://github.com/ggerganov/llama.cpp 

● https://berthub.eu/articles/posts/hello-deep-learning/ - the series behind this 
presentation, https://github.com/berthubert/hello-dl

● https://berthub.eu/articles/posts/ai-is-guaranteed-to-disrupt-us/ 

https://github.com/ggerganov/whisper.cpp
https://github.com/ggerganov/llama.cpp
https://berthub.eu/articles/posts/hello-deep-learning/
https://github.com/berthubert/hello-dl
https://berthub.eu/articles/posts/ai-is-guaranteed-to-disrupt-us/
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